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Let (E, M) be a factorization structure on ie, a category with finite products. +ZM is the full 
subcategory of % such that X t ZM if and only if d, E M. We describe a class of morphisms M, 
such that (I-epi, Ms2) is a factorization structure on % if % also has intersections and equalizers, 
and show that & = Z,,, for some factorization structure on % if and only if & = vM1. We then 
look at relative disconnectednesses and disconnectednesses in extremally well-powered and 
strongly complete categories, and show their relationship to the (d-epi, M&) factorization 
structure. 
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Introduction 
The Pumpliin-Rohrl Galois correspondence between classes of morphisms and 
classes of objects was first presented by Pumpliin and Riihrl in [24]. It was further 
investigated by Herrlich, Strecker, and Salicrup [lo]; by Giuli, Mantovani and 
Tholen [9]; by Tholen [28] and in [17]. In this paper, we are concerned with those 
classes of morphisms which are right factors of factorization structures, and classes 
of objects which are the object classes of extremally epireflective subcategories of %. 
It is well known that if (E, M) is a factorization structure on a topological category 
3, then YM, the full subcategory consisting of those objects of Y whose diagonal, 
A,, belongs to M, is extremally epireflective in 9. Moreover, if & is an extremally 
epireflective subcategory of .Y and if the &-regular morphisms are closed under 
composition, then (,r8-epi, d-regular) is a factorization structure on 9 such that 
.JZi = %regular. 
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Herrlich, Salicrup, and Strecker [lo] have shown that in certain categories %, if 
ti is a subcategory of %‘, there exists a family of morphisms M.,d such that (&- 
epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on %. It was in that paper that they posed the 
question: If & is an extremally epireflective subcategory of %, does yiMti = d? It 
was shown in [19] that if d is the full subcategory of TOP whose objects consist 
of the functionally Hausdorff spaces, that the answer is no. In [18] it was shown 
that the condition that the &-regular morphisms be closed under composition is 
not necessary. 
An extremally epireflective subcategory & of Ce is called diagonal-separable if 
and only if there exists a factorization structure (E, M) on ie such that (eM = &; 
i.e., X E d iff A, E M. In this paper, we describe the class M.,+, and show that an 
extremally epireflective subcategory A of 55’ is diagonal-separable if and only if 
ti = %M,. In addition, we show the relationship between disconnectednesses ti and 
the factorization structure (.&epi, M,,). 
Preliminaries are given in Section 1. In Section 2, we define M,*, show that 
(&-epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on %?, study its properties, and give some 
examples. In Section 3 we show that d is diagonal-separable if and only if X E J& 
ifI A, E M,&. Disconnectednesses are discussed in Section 4. 
1. Preliminaries 
Definition 1.1 [ll, 171. Let E and M be classes of morphisms in the category %‘. 
(E, M) is a factorization structure on 72 if and only if 
(1) E and M are closed under composition; 
(2) E n M contains all isomorphisms; 
(3) each morphism f in Ce is (E, M)-factorizable; i.e., f= me, where e E E and 
mEM; 
(4) %’ has the (E, M) unique diagonalization property; i.e., if mf = ge, with m E M 
and e E E, then there exists a unique morphism d that makes both triangles in the 
following diagram commute. 
Definition 1.2 [9, 10, 17, 241. Let ti be a subcategory of %‘. A morphism e:X+ Y 
is called an Sepimorphism, or &-epi, if whenever (Y, p : Y + A, A E & and aye = pe, 
then LY = p. (Some authors call this &cancellable.) 
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Definition 1.3 [5,6, 17,261. Let & be a subcategory of % i will be called an d-regular 
morphism if there exist r, s with codomain in Se such that i = Eq( r, s). 
Proposition 1.4 [17]. Let YZ be a category with pullbacks and equalizers, and let & be 
a reflective subcategory of Ye. Then m is d-regular if and only if m is a pullback of a 
regular morphism in ,ti. (Infact, tfm : S + X, m = Eq( rr,, srY), where rx is the reflection 
map.) 
Definition 1.5. A category (e will be called strongly complete if it is both complete 
and closed under the formation of intersections. 
2. The (d-epi, M,,) factorization structure 
Herrlich, Salicrup and Strecker have shown that if there exists a factorization 
structure (I?, M) on % with E = epi (in %e) and (e is M-well-powered and cocomplete, 
then for any class of objects & there is a family of morphisms M,, such 
that (&-epi, M,,{) is a factorization structure on % [lo]. In this section, we show 
that if % is a category that has equalizers and intersections, then there is a class 
of morphisms M,,, such that (d-epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on % We then 
give an alternate characterization of M.,,,, for categories %Z that also have finite 
products, present some properties of this and related factorization structures, and 
give some examples. 
Proposition 2.1. e is an &-epimorphism if and only if e uniquely diagonalizes over the 
.&regular morphisms; i.e., if mf = ge and m is d-regular, then there exists a unique 
d that makes both triangles in the following diagram commute. 
e 
I 
I 
I’ I I d ,/’ g I I’ 
1L’ > 
m 
Proof. Suppose that e is &-epi, m is d-regular, and mf = ge. Let m = Eq(a, p), 
where cr and p have codomain in &. Since ge = mf and am = pm, we have omf = pmf 
and Lvge = pge. Since e E &-epi, ag = pg. There exists, therefore, a morphism d such 
that md = g. Since mf = ge, we have mf = mde, and since m is a mono, f = de, 
and so both triangles commute. That d is unique follows from the fact that m is 
a mono. 
Suppose that e uniquely diagonalizes over d-regular morphisms. Assume fe = ge, 
where f and g have codomain in d. Let m be the equalizer off and g. Then m is 
&-regular. Thus, there exists h such that mh = e = e(id). Since e uniquely diagonal- 
izes over d-regular morphisms, there exists a unique d such that md = id and de = h. 
Thus mde = mh = e. Since m is a retraction and a mono, it must be an isomorphism. 
Therefore f = g, and so e is &-epi. 0 
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Definition 2.2. Let A4, denote the class of all morphisms m that uniquely diagonalize 
under &-epi; i.e., if mf= ge and e is Aepi, then there exists a unique d that makes 
both triangles in the following diagram commute. 
m 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose % has intersections and equalizers. Then for any subcategory 
& of %, (,&epi, M,,#) is a factorization structure for morphisms on +I?, and M,d consists 
of extremal monomorphisms. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.1 and Definition 2.2, we can conclude that both &-epi 
and M., contain all isomorphisms and are closed under composition. In addition, 
M., is closed under existing limits, and so is closed under the formation of intersec- 
tions (see [ 141 and the references there). The unique diagonalization property holds 
by definition of M,,. It remains to show that each morphism f: X + W has an 
(d-epi, M.,) factorization. 
We recall that since % has equalizers and intersections, (epi, extremal mono) 
is a factorization structure on % (see [l, Theorem 14.191). If f is a morhphism in 
%?, let ml-e, be its (epi, extremal mono) factorization, where m,-: Y + W. Let (C, m) = 
n {(S,, mi) 1 m, is a monomorphism in M,d, and there exists a monomorphism 
ji : Y + Si with m,j, = m,}. Then there is a morphism e such that f = me. Since M,, 
is closed under intersections, m E M,,. We must show that e is &-epi. 
Suppose there exist r, s: C + A, AE &, with re = se. If r # s, let p: D+ C = 
Eq( r, s). Then there exists i' such that (0, mp) = (S,,, m,,), and sop is an isomorphism, 
which implies that r = s, and so e E &-epi. 
Since d-epi contains all epimorphisms, M., consists of extremal monomorphisms 
(see [l], for example). 0 
Definition 2.4. &-ExtrMono = {m 1 if m = ne, where e E d-epi and n mono then e is 
an isomorphism}. 
Proposition 2.5. If (&-epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on % then &Z-ExtrMono c 
MS<. 
Proof. Let m E &-ExtrMono, and let m = ne be its (&epi, M,,) factorization. Then 
e is an isomorphism, and so m E M,,. 0 
Corollary 2.6. If % has jinite products, then &-ExtrMono = M.,. 
Proof. In [28], Tholen has shown that M,,, c &-ExtrMono whenever % has finite 
products. 0 
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Proposition 2.7. Let h =fg. 
(1) If h E d-epi, then fE d-epi; 
(2) ifg E &-epi, then h E d-epi ijff E A-epi; 
(3) if% also hasfinite products and (&-epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on %, 
then if h E M,& and f is a mono, then g E MC4. 
Proof. (1) Suppose h E &epi, and rf = SL where the codomain of r and s is in &. 
Then rfg = sfg, which implies rh = sh, and so r = s. Thus f E &-epi. 
(2) It remains to prove that if f E &-epi, then h E &-epi. Suppose rh = sh, where 
the codomain of r and s is in &. Then rfg = sfg. Since g is &‘-epi, rf = sf; and so r = s. 
(3) Suppose g = ij, with i E M,, and j E &-epi. Then h = fg =f;j, where f; is an 
monomorphism and j E &-epi. Since fg E M,,,,, j must be an isomorphism, and so 
g E M,. 0 
Proposition 2.8. If sip is a subcategory with products of a strongly complete, co-well- 
powered, and well-powered category %, then if the class of d-regular morphisms is 
closed under composition, M,, is the class of d-regular morphisms. 
Proof. Since 5% is strongly complete, (&-epi, M,,) is a factorization structure on %. 
Clearly, the d-regular morphisms are contained in MCd. Suppose there exists 
m : S + X E M.,, with m not &-regular. Let (E, it) denote n {(E’, iES) / i,, is &-regular 
and for which there exists a monomorphism j,. : S + E’ with iE.jS. = m}. Then (E, i, ) 
is d-regular and there exists a morphism j, . S+ E such that itjs = m. [That (E, it) 
is &-regular follows from the fact that & has products (see [17], for example).] If 
j, E d-epi, then by Proposition 2.7, j, is an isomorphism and thus m is d-regular. 
Therefore js .rZ &epi and so there exist r, s : E -+ A, A E ~4, with rjs = sj., and r # s. 
Eq(r, s) is an d-regular subobject of E, and so of X, which is not isomorphic to 
E, contradicting the definition of E. Consequently, m must be d-regular. 0 
Proposition 2.9. Let (E, M) be a factorization structure on % with E c &-epi. Then 
(1) M.,= M; 
(2) gf E M and g E M or g a monomorphism implies f E M; 
(3) if (e has finite products, and E contains all epimorphisms in % (or M consists 
of monomorphisms), then M = {f If zs a monomorphism and if f = ge, where g is a 
monomorphism and e E E, then e is an isomorphism}. 
Proof. (1) follows from the fact that E and M determine each other by the 
diagonalization property. 
(2) is shown in [l, Proposition 14.91. 
(3) Let m E M. Assume there exists e E E such that m = ge with g a monomorph- 
ism, e E E, and e not an isomorphism. 
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It follows from the definition of factorization structure that there exists a unique 
d so that the two triangles in the following diagram commute. 
id, K 
X-Y 
m 
Then de = idx, md = g, and so g(e id, d) = g(ed) = md = g = g(idw) and thus ed = 
id,. Thus e is an isomorphism, which is a contradiction. Consequently, if m E M, 
m satisfies property (3). 
Assumef satisfies the property. Letf = me, e E E, m E M. Then e is an isomorphism, 
andsofEM. 0 
Examples 2.10. 
(2.10.1) TOP.TOP is the category of topological spaces and continuous functions. 
(a) MTc, is the class of 9-,-regular morphisms, the class of front-closed embed- 
dings, and y-,-epi is the class of front-dense maps (see [IS]). 
(b) M,,, is the class of all 9,-regular morphisms (see [18, Proposition 3.41). The 
inclusion S + Y is a 9,-epi if and only if whenever S c T c Y and T = r&‘(ry( T)), 
then T = Y, where ry is the reflection map of Y into 9,. 9,-epi properly contains 
both the c-dense and d-dense maps. (A is c-dense in B iff for each b E B there 
exists a E A such that a E {b}. A is d-dense in B iff for each b E B if there exists 
a E A such that b E {a}.) 
(c) M,,,, is the class of closed embeddings m : S+ X with the property that if 
m(S)cTcX, m(S)#T, then there exists EC T with m(S)cE and E#T such 
that E is HAUS-regular in T. Note that M,,,, # HAUS-regular. e : X + Y is HAUS- 
* 
epi if and only if rye(X) is dense in Y, where ry : Y + 3 is the HAUS-reflection 
map for Y. HAUS-epi properly contains the dense maps (see [18]). 
(d) FH is the full subcategory of TOP whose objects are the functionally Hausdorff 
spaces. (X is functionally Hausdorff if for each pair of distinct points x, y E X, there 
exists a continuous function f: X + R, where R denotes the reals with the usual 
topology, with f(x) #f(y).) i : S + X is FH-regular if and only if i is an embedding 
such that if x g i(S), there exists f: X + R such that f(x) # 0, f( i(s)) = 0 for all s E S. 
MFH is the class of embeddings m :X + Y with the property that if m(X) c S c Y, 
m(X)#S,thenthereexistsf:S~[Wsuchthatf(m(x))=Oforallx~X,f(~)fOfor 
some s E S. FH-epi is the class of maps f with the property that if fe is constant 
then f is constant, whenever e is a constant map with domain in FH. FH-regular Z 
MFH (see 1191). 
That the M,,-subobjects of a functionally Hausdorff space X do not necessarily 
coincide with the closed subspaces of X can be seen in the following example: Let 
X denote the set of real numbers with the topology 9, where U E 9 iff U is open 
in the Euclidean topology on the reals, or U = 0 - Q, where 0 is open in the 
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Euclidean topology on the reals and Q is the set of rational numbers. X E FH, Q 
is a closed subspace of X, but the embedding Q + X is FH-epi. (This shows that 
the extremal monomorphisms in FH are not the closed embeddings, as stated in [ 1, 
example 7.65(b)].) 
(2.10.2) FUNSP. Funsp is the category whose objects consist of all pairs (X, H), 
where X is a topological space and H is a linear subspace of the continuous 
real-valued functions on X which contains the constant functions, and whose 
morphisms f: (X, H) + ( Y, K) are continuous functions f: X + Y with the property 
that Kf c H, where Kf= {kf( k E K}. 
(a) Let Funsp, denote the full subcategory of Funsp whose objects consist of all 
pairs (X, H) with X Hausdorff. f: (X, H) + (Y, K) is Funspu-regular iff f: X + Y 
is HAUS-regular. f: (X, H)+ (Y, K) is Funsp,-epi iff f: X+ Y is HAUS-epi. 
~:(X,H)~(Y,K)EM~““~~,, ifff:X+YEM,,,,. 
(b) Let Funsp,, denote the full subcategory of Funsp whose objects consist of 
all pairs (X, H) where X is functionally Hausdorff and H separates the points of 
X. Let Q denote the closed affine hull. ( QcX,H,(S, H 1 S) = (T, H 1 T), where T = 
{x E X 1 h(x) s sup h(S) for all h in H}.) Funsp FH-epi is the class of Q-dense maps 
and Funsp,,-regular is the class of Q-closed embeddings. The class of Funsp,,- 
regular maps is closed under composition, and so MkCINSP, H = Funsp,,-regular. (The 
category FUNSPFH was studied in [15].) 
(2.10.3) AB. AB is the category of Abelian groups and group homomorphisms. 
(a) Let TFAb denote the full subcategory of AB whose objects are the torsion-free 
Abelian groups. e: X + Y is TFAb-epi if and only if Y/e(X) is a torsion group. 
TFAb-regular is the class of monomorphisms m : H + G such that if there exists 
g E G with g” E m(H) for some natural number n, then g E m(H). The TFAb-regular 
morphisms are closed under composition, and so MTFA,, = TFAb-regular. 
(b) Let RdAb denote the full subcategory of AB whose objects are the reduced 
Abelian groups. (An Abelian group G is called reduced if (0) is the only divisible 
subgroup of G, where 0 is the group identity. A group H is called divisible if for 
each h E H, there is an element k E H with nk = h for all natural numbers n.) e : X + Y 
is RdAb-epi iff Y/e(X) is divisible. RdAb-regular is the class of monomorphisms 
m : H + G such that m(H) is the smallest subgroup N of G that contains m(H) 
such that G/N is reduced. The RdAb-regular morphisms are closed under composi- 
tion and so MRdAb = RdAb-regular. 
(2.10.4) GRP. GRP is the category of groups and group homomorphisms. 
e : H + G is AB-epi if and only if G is the smallest normal subgroup of G that 
contains both e(H) and r(G), the commutator subgroup of G. AB-regular is the 
class of monomorphisms m : H + G such that m(H) is a normal subgroup of G 
that contains r(G); i.e., G/m(H) is Abelian. The class of AB-regular morphisms 
is not closed under composition. (Let G = S,, the symmetric group of order 6; let 
A3 denote the alternating group of order 3, and let e denote the identity element 
of G. {e] is normal in A3 and contains T(A,), and A, is normal in S, and contains 
T(S). However, {e} is not a normal subgroup of S3 that contains T(S).) 
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3. Diagonal-separation 
Definition 3.1 [Ill. Suppose % has products of pairs. The diagonal A, : X + X x X 
is the unique morphism defined by the categorical product (n X,, (T,))~=,,*, where 
X, = X, i = 1,2; i.e., if v, :X x X + X, then A, is the unique morphism such that 
rr,Ax = rr2Ax = idx. 
Definition 3.2. Let %Y be a category with products of pairs. If (E, M) is a factorization 
structure on “e, then the full subcategory of % whose objects X satisfy the condition 
A, E M is denoted qeM. We say that a subcategory & of % is diagonal-separable if 
there exists a factorization structure (E, M) on %? such that ~4 = %, (see [ 10, 17,281). 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose % has intersections, jniteproducts, and equalizers. A subcategory 
d is diagonal-separable if and only if Se = gM4. 
Proof. If & = VM,, then & is diagonal-separable. 
Suppose that ti is diagonal-separable; i.e., 92 = (eM for some factorization struc- 
ture (E, M) on (e. Then E c d-epi (see [ 10, 171). Thus M,, c M. Since M,, contains 
all regular morphisms in JJZ, Ax E M,, for all XE&. If X&d, Ax$M, and so 
A, & Mc,i. 0 
The proof of the following proposition is essentially the same as that of [17, 
Theorem 3.61. 
Proposition 3.4. Let %Y be a jinitely complete category that satisjies: 
If J& is an extremally epirejective subcategory of % and X PI SQ, then 
there exist morphisms a, p : Z + X such that a # p and r,a = r,& and 
a morphism fl: X + Z such that p/3 = &Y, and @/3 = /3, where r, is the 
reflection map. (*) 
Then X E ti if and only if Ax is d-regular. 
Remark. Some examples of categories %? in which condition (*) is satisfied are: all 
topological categories; many initially structured categories, such as HAUS; and the 
category GRP. This last example is one in which LY and p are not both constant 
morphisms. 
The following is a consequence of Proposition 2.8, Theorem 3.3, and Proposition 
3.4. 
Corollary 3.5. Let & be an epirej7ective subcategory of a strongly complete, co-well- 
powered category %. If the class of d-regular morphisms is closed under composition, 
then & is diagonal-separable. 
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In [ 10,171 we saw that (eM is an extremally epireflective subcategory of % whenever 
% is strongly complete, well-powered, and extremally co-well-powered. Con- 
sequently, the above corollary gives us a sufficient condition for an extremally 
epireflective subcategory to be diagonal-separable. 
Thus we see that by applying the above corollary, we have that TFAb and RdAb 
are both diagonal-separable in AB, that FUNSPH and FUNSPFH are both diagonal- 
separable in FUNSP, and that 9,, and 9, are both diagonal-separable in TOP. 
The fact that this condition on the &-regular morphisms is sufficient but not 
necessary follows from the fact that although HAUS is diagonal-separable in TOP, 
the HAUS-regular morphisms are not closed under composition (see Example 
(2.10.1)(c)). 
FH is an example of a subcategory of TOP in which not only FH-regular 
morphisms are not closed under composition, but the regular morphisms in FH are 
not closed under composition either. In addition, FH is not diagonal-separable in 
TOP. (Both of these statements are also true of the category UR of Urysohn spaces 
and continuous maps, see [18].) 
The following proposition shows that it is possible for the regular morphisms in 
the category d to be closed under composition and still have & not diagonal- 
separable in %. 
Proposition 3.6. AB is not diagonal-separable in GRP. 
Proof. Let G be a non-Abelian p-group. Let A,(G) c H c G x G with H # A,(G). 
Suppose IHI=p”’ ([HI d enotes the order of H). Then there exists a maximal 
subgroup M of H such that A,(G) c M, 1 MI = p”‘-‘, and M is normal in G x G. 
IHIM] =p. Therefore H/M is Abelian and so r(H) c M. Thus the embedding 
A,(G)+ H is not AB-epi. Consequently, AC; E MAB. 0 
4. Disconnectedness 
The concepts of connectedness and disconnectedness were introduced by Salicrup 
and Vasquez in [27], Arhangel’skii and Wiegandt in [2] and Preuss in [21]. See the 
introduction to [22] for a more complete discussion of the development of these ideas. 
Disconnectedness in topological categories has been studied by Cagliari and 
Mantovani [4], and in abstract categories by Husek and Pumpliin [12]. 
In this section, 5% will denote a category with strong terminal object T This means 
that T is a terminal object and Mor( T, X) f 0 for all X E Ce, where Mor( T, X) 
denotes the class of morphisms from T to X. For each X E %?, tx denotes the unique 
morphism in Mor(X, T). 
Definition 4.1 [12]. A morphism c: X + Y is constant if for any two morphisms 
f, g : 2 + X, cf= cg. If B is an empty object, then for any X in %‘, the unique morphism 
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x:0+X is constant. If % has a strong terminal object r, then c, with Y nonempty, 
is constant if and only if c factors through T. 
Definition 4.2. Let ti and % be subcategories of % X is called &-connected if 
f: X+ Y and YE d implies f constant. C(d) is the full subcategory of %? whose 
objects are the d-connected objects. 
An object Y is called %I-disconnected if f: X + Y and X E % implies f constant. 
D(B) is the full subcategory of % whose objects are the B-disconnected objects. 
C(d) is called the A-connectedness, and D(C(d)) is called the ti-disconnected- 
ness. ~4 will be called a disconnectedness if ti = D(C(&)). Note that d is a 
disconnectedness if and only if & = D(3) for some subcategory 9’3. 
Definition 4.3. Let X E %, and i y : Y + X a monomorphism. ( Y, iy) is called &- 
connected with respect to X if f 1 Y is constant for each f: X + A, A E ~4. (f 1 Y =Jiy.) 
C,,,(a) is the class of all pairs (X, ( Y, iy)) such that Y is &-connected with respect 
to X. If K is a class of ordered pairs (X, ( Y, iy)) with iy : Y + X a monomorphism, 
then D,,,(K) is the full subcategory of (e whose objects 2 satisfy 
f 1 Y is constant for each (X, ( Y, iy)) E K and each f: X + 2. 
K is called a relative connectedness if K = C,,,(a) for some &. & is called a relative 
disconnectedness if d = D,,,( C,,,(d)). Note that ~2 is a relative disconnectedness if 
and only if d = D,,,(K) for some K. 
EXAMPLES. 
(1) %=TOP. 
(1) Let & be the full subcategory whose only object is the Sierpenski dyad. 
Then D( C(a)) = D,,,( C,,,(d)) = 9,,. C(a) is the full subcategory 
whose objects are the indiscrete spaces. 
(2) Let ~4 be the full subcategory whose only object is the two-point discrete 
space. Then D,,,( C’,,,(a)) is the full subcategory whose objects are the 
totally separated spaces and D(C(&)) is the full subcategory whose 
objects are the totally disconnected spaces. C(d) is the subcategory 
of connected spaces. 
Further examples can be found in [2, 31. 
(2) %= UNIF, the category of uniform spaces. Let d be the full subcategory 
whose objects are the hereditarily disconnected uniform spaces; that is, the 
uniform spaces whose uniform components are singletons. Then ti = 
WC(d)) = &(C,,r(4) (see [WI. 
(3) Ce = AB. TFAb = D( C(TFAb)), and C(TFAb) is the full subcategory of AB 
whose objects are the torsion groups. 
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(4) (e = GRP. C(AB) is the full subcategory whose objects are those groups G 
such that T(G) = G. D( C(AB)) contains the quaternions, and so AB is not 
a disconnectedness. 
The following proposition follows from the fact that extremally epireflective 
subcategories of extremally well-powered and strongly complete categories are 
closed under the formation of products and mono-subobjects. 
Proposition 4.4. Let % be extremally well-powered and strongly complete. D( C(d)) 
and D,,,( C,,,(a)) are extremally epireflective subcategories of %. 
Theorem 4.5. Let 5% be strongly complete and ti a subcategory of G? that is closed under 
the formation of products. Then X E D,,,( C,,,( d)) if and only if f : T + X is d-regular 
for all f E Mor( T, X). 
Proof. Suppose f: T+ X is d-regular for all f E Mor( T, X). Let g: 2 +X be a 
morphism, where (Z, (Y, iy)) E C,,,(&). There exists a morphism t: T+ Y. Then 
giYt : T + X. Thus, giYt is &-regular. If gi,t = Eq( a, p), where (Y, p : X + A, A E ti, 
then cvgiy = pgiy since (Z, ( Y, iy)) E C,,,(d). That giy is constant follows from the 
fact that giYt = Eq(a, /?). Thus X E D,,,(C,,,(zZ)). 
Suppose there is a morphism f: T + X that is not &-regular. Let i: S + X be the 
intersection of all d-regular subobjects of X through which f factors. That i is 
regularwasshownin[17].f=ijwherej:T-,S.Let(y:X~A,AE~.LetP=orftt,, 
wheretx:X~T.ThenPisconstantandPIT=~ftt,f=~f=cuIT.Then(YIS=PIS, 
by the definition of (S, i), and so cy 1 S is constant. Thus (X, (S, i)) E C,,,(d). That 
f is not &-regular implies that i is not constant, and so X g D,,,(C,,,(&)). 0 
Theorem 4.6. Let %? be strongly complete. f: T + X E M,, for all f E Mor( T, X) if and 
only ifX E D(C(&)). 
Proof. Suppose f: T + X E M,, for all f E Mor( T, X). Since % is strongly complete, 
(extremal epi, mono) is a factorization structure on ‘%‘. Let g : C + X, where C E 
C(a). g = g,g,, where g, :X + Z is extremal epi, g2: Z + X is mono. If g is not 
constant, then g, is not constant. Let f = g2i7, where iT : T + Z. If g, is not constant, 
then iT is not an isomorphism. Since f: T + X E M,,d, there exist morphisms (Y, /3 : Z + 
A with LY f p and aiT = p&. Suppose (Y and p are both constant. Then CY = (Y~CY, 
andp=p,p,,whereff,=P,:Z~T,andcw,,p,:T~A.cui,=Pi,,andsoa,cu,i,= 
/3#,ir=p,a,i,. Since a,i,=idT, CY~=@?. Thus LY = p. Consequently, either (Y or /3 
must be nonconstant, which contradicts C E C(d). Thus, X E D( C(d)). 
Suppose there exists f: T + X .@ M,,. Then there exists a mono-subobject S of X 
withi,:S+Xandi,:T+Ssuchthatf=i.i s 7, i-r not an isomorphism and iT &Z-epi. 
Let (Y : S + A. Let p = ai,t, where ts : S + T. j3iT. = airtsiT = aiT. Since iT is &-epi, 
(Y = /3. Since P is constant, (Y is also constant. Thus, SE C(d). If is were a constant 
ir would be an isomorphism, and so Xg D(C(&)). 0 
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Theorem 4.7. Let % be an extremally well-powered, strongly complete category that 
sa tis$es : 
If d is an extremally epireflective subcategory of % and X G &, then 
there exist morphisms a, p : Z + X such that (Y f p and r,a = r& and 
a morphism 6: X + Z such that /@ = Do, and p/?/3 = p, where r, is the 
reflection map, (*) 
with the additional condition that p be constant. ti is a relative disconnectedness if 
and only if& is extremally epirefective. 
Proof. Assume d is extremally epireflective and X g S. Let (Y, /3 be as in condition 
(*) with p constant. Then p = irtz, where t ,:Z-+Tandi,:T+X.Ifx~D(c(&)), 
then i7 must be a d-regular. From Proposition 1.4, we have that ir = Eq(rr,, srx). 
Thus, rrxi, = sr,i,, and so rrxi,tz = sr,irt,. Since p = irtz, we have rr,.& = sr,& 
Since r,a = r& rr,a = sr+. Since ir is an equalizer and tz is unique, we have 
(Y = iTtZ = /3. This contradicts LY # p. Thus X g D,,,( C,,,(a)). 
We saw in Theorem 4.4 that if d is a relative disconnectedness, then it is 
extremally epireflective in %. 0 
The following follows from Theorem 4.7 and Proposition 3.4. 
Corollary 4.8. Let %? be an extremally well-powered, strongly complete category that 
satisjes (*) with the additional condition that p be constant. Let d be a relative 
disconnectedness. Then X E ti if and only if A, is &regular. 
Thus we have that if ti is a relative disconnectedness, then X E & if and only if 
f: T+ X is d-regular for all f E Mor( T, X) if and only if A, is &-regular. Since d 
is a disconnectedness if and only if f: T + X E M,, for all f E Mor( T, X) it seems 
reasonable to ask if & is a disconnectedness if and only if A, E M,. 
If this were the case, then we would have that ti is a disconnectedness if and 
only if d = %?,v,d (Th eorem 3.3). However, if & = HAUS, then TOPMd = HAUS and 
D( C(HAUS)) # HAUS. (The latter statement follows from the fact that the regular 
morphisms in D(C(HAUS)) must be the embeddings; see [3].) 
However, we can obtain the following result. 
Theorem 4.9. gM,, c D( C( d)). 
Proof. Let X E (eM,-r. Then A, E M,,. We want to show that if f: T + X, then f E M,,. 
Let f =ji, where i: T + S, j: S+ X, j a mono and i not iso. We must show that i is 
not &-epi. 
Let (F, ir) denote the union of (X, A,) and (TX S, (f, j)). (The union is the 
smallest subobject of X xX through which Ax and (f, j) factor; see [20].) Suppose 
Ax = iFj, and (A j) = iFjz. Since A, E M ,d, there exist morphisms (Y, p : F + A, A E d, 
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such that (Y # /3, and cuj, = bj, . It follows from the definition of F that aj, # pj,. 
Since T is a terminal object, ( ts, ids) : S + T x S is an isomorphism. Thus aj,( ts, ids) # 
pj,(t,, ids). It remains to show that olj,(t,, id,5 > i = /3j,(f,, id,v)i. Let II denote the 
intersection of (X, A, ) and ( T x S, (f, j)), where d, : D + X and d2 : D + T x S such 
that j,d, = jzdz. There exists a morphism d : T + D such that d2d = ( cT, i) and d,d =J: 
Sincej,d,=jZd2,j,d,d=jzdzd=jz(tT,i)=jZ(fS,ids)i.ThatoCj,=pj,impliesolj,d,d= 
/3j, d, d and so czjj,( ts, ids)i = pj2( ts, ids)i. q 
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